We transform video into intelligence

CORE GROWTH STRATEGIES

HIGH-PERFORMANCE PRODUCTS
Next generation recorders and cameras that form the critical foundation of a successful video surveillance installation.

PROFESSIONAL SERVICES
Proactive monitoring, troubleshooting and software updates that ensure reliability and peace of mind.

GLOBAL EXPANSION
Steady and deliberate expansion of our partner network and customer base worldwide.

INNOVATIVE APPLICATIONS
Software applications that deliver an additional layer of intelligence to our leading video surveillance systems.

ONGOING LEGACY of INNOVATION

CUSTOMER IMPACT

~300 retail organizations use our products
600+ financial organizations rely on our solutions
26,000+ branches secured
33,000+ buses, trains and subways equipped
1.6 Billion in ridership protected annually
World’s Largest video installation

GLOBAL PRESENCE

Headquartered in Ottawa, Canada
Over 206,000 systems sold in over 70 countries
9% GROWTH OF GLOBAL WORKFORCE IN 2015
Over 1,536,000 terabytes of video storage

GLOBAL IMPACT

600+ financial organizations rely on our solutions
26,000+ branches secured
33,000+ buses, trains and subways equipped
1.6 Billion in ridership protected annually
World’s Largest video installation

Looking ahead:
Next generation solutions to meet increasing need for surveillance, mobile video and enhanced storage

marchnetworks.com